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When most Americans think of tribes in this country, they 
don’t think of modern Indians who may live next door 
and may look and act much like them, at least from a first 
glance. Yet the growing technological and physical mobil-
ity of modern society may be producing these fundamental 
changes in tribal identity. How will tribes define themselves 
going forward? How will outside society view and respond 
to the continued “special status” that tribes currently enjoy 
under the law? This article explores the challenges that face 
tribes as their identities are reshaped in the modern world.

Most Americans recognize that Indian tribes in the Unit-
ed States enjoy a “special status.” They might not under-
stand whether this special status is based on history, race, 
politics, or the law, but they assume that tribes have their 
“own” lands and have different language, customs, and 
traditions. Tribes also take great pride in this special sta-
tus, and most members of tribes do not hesitate to identify 
themselves as such. This special status has entitled tribes 
to pursue many federal programs and benefits as well as 
unique economic ventures, such as gaming. But what con-
tinues to make tribes different from other racial, ethnic, 
or political groups in modern society? The answer to this 
question requires a closer look at what constitutes tribal 
identity1 in the 21st century. 

This complex, multidisciplinary concept of tribal identity 
first fascinated me when I chose the topic for my college 

thesis in 1995 and focused on the construction and evolution 
of identity among members of my tribe, the Poarch Band of 
Creek Indians. I then further explored the impact of federal 
law and policies on tribal identity in my law school comment 
in 1998. At the time, Poarch Creek identity was based on two 
critical aspects—extended kinship ties and the existence of 
the reservation and tribal administrative services.2

The world around us has changed dramatically since the 
1990s. The world has become increasingly mobile—both 
technologically and physically. More than five billion cell 
phones are in use worldwide;3 the number of mobile phones 
in use in the United States exceeds the total U.S. population.4 
More and more people are relocating in order to pursue job 
opportunities,5 and workers are commuting significant dis-
tances to their jobs. (That includes me. I travel two hours to 
and from work daily crossing from the state of Florida to the 
state of Alabama.) We no longer live in an isolated world. 

We also cannot ignore the increase in the urban Indi-
an population6 and its potential impact on how tribes may 
reconstruct their identity. According to the U.S. Census, in 
1970, only 38 percent of people identified as American In-
dian and Alaska Native did not reside on reservations.7 By 
2000, that percentage had risen to 61 percent. In the most 
recent 2010 census, that percentage increased again to 78 
percent. These statistics suggest a dramatic change in where 
and how most tribal members live in this modern society. 

Will this growing mobile society have an impact on trib-
al identity? And if it does, what will that impact be? 
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Does the Physical Tie to the Tribe’s Lands Matter Anymore? 
Throughout history, tribes have identified closely with 

their homelands. These homelands may have been “stolen” 
or legally confiscated by various means, but the federal gov-
ernment ultimately placed most tribes on reservations, lands 
that are held in trust by the United States for the benefit of 
the tribes. These tribes then made these lands their own by 
developing customs and traditions specific to these areas over 
time, and the reservation became a fundamental basis of their 
respective tribal identities. The ties to the reservation also 
became embedded in the development of federal and tribal 
jurisprudence. The federal government may have intended 
the reservation to serve as a place of isolation or geographic 
imprisonment for tribes, but tribes have co-opted the physi-
cal place and legal concept and consider these essential to 
their identity. As described by one author, “Indian trust land 
provides for tribes’ spiritual, physical, economic, and political 
well-being, while promoting a sense of individual and collec-
tive identity, of community.”8 The growing numbers of tribal 
members relocating away from their reservations, however, 
could undermine this perception of the meaning and signifi-
cance of the reservation to tribal identity and call into ques-
tion the reliance on the reservation in federal and tribal law. 

Many federal laws that have shaped and continue to shape, 
at least in part, the identity of tribes perpetuate the assump-
tion that most Indians reside on the reservation or on other 
Indian lands. For example, the Indian Reorganization Act of 
1934 intended to rebuild the Indian land base and to encour-
age self-sufficiency. The definition of “Indian,” as given in 
the act, includes one class of persons who must have been 
“residing within the present boundaries of any reservation.” 
The term “tribe,” as used in the act, referred to “any Indian 
tribe, organized band, pueblo, or the Indians residing on one 
reservation.”9 The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 has 
fueled massive economic development and self-sufficiency in 
Indian country, but again, the placement of a gaming facility 
on “Indian lands” is a fundamental requirement for a tribe to 
engage in gaming activity.10 This requirement conversely tears 
at the core of sovereignty and impedes prosperity by prevent-
ing tribes from erecting gaming facilities on tribally owned 
lands that do not fall within the scope of “Indian lands.” These 
laws presume that the reservation remains the fundamental 
building block of tribal identity. 

Similarly, the goal of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 
1978 is “to protect the best interests of Indian children 
and to promote the stability and security of Indian tribes 
and families.” Yet a tribe has exclusive jurisdiction only 
over a “child custody proceeding involving an Indian child 
who resides or is domiciled within the reservation of such 
tribe.”11 This narrow grant of exclusive jurisdiction to tribes 
gives a tribe no flexibility in exercising exclusive jurisdic-
tion over an Indian child who may live near the reserva-
tion, much less in an urban area. 

The only federal law that appears to accommodate the 
physical mobility of today’s Native American population 
and to acknowledge the existence of the urban Indian pop-
ulation is the Indian Healthcare Improvement Act, which 
was enacted in 1976 and reauthorized five times, most re-
cently in 2011. This act has had a significant impact on the 

lives of American Indians and Alaska Natives by providing 
the basis for funding health care services to both “Indians 
and urban Indians,” the distinction being made between 
reservation Indians and off-reservation Indians.12 Over the 
years, there has been a growing need to fund urban centers 
for Indians as more and more individuals have left reserva-
tions and moved to urban areas.13 

With the migration of three-quarters of the 5.2 million 
American Indians and Alaska Natives away from the reserva-
tion, there appears to be a growing disconnect between the 
fundamental assumption in federal and tribal laws that most 
Indians live on the reservation and the daily lives of modern 
Indians. But will this tension in federal law diminish tribes’ 
reliance on the reservation as part of their tribal identity? It 
is possible (and somewhat likely) that, over time, an urban 
Indian may rely less and less on the reservation as a basis for 
his or her spiritual and physical well-being. 

However, the connection to a “tribal homeplace”14 
might remain as a foundation to even the urban Indian’s 
legal and political identity as a result of mobile technol-
ogy. Most tribes have appropriated modern technology 
as a means of improving communications with members 
of their tribes. Tribes have developed sophisticated web-
sites and newsletters, thereby providing modern means for 
tribal members to stay informed about the tribe’s activities. 
Some tribes may also allow their members to participate 
in political activities, even if the tribal member does not 
reside on or near the reservation. For example, the Poarch 
Band of Creek Indians allowed a tribal member to serve 
on the Ethics Board while living in Germany by using e-
mail correspondence and conference calls. This is a docu-
mented example of how mobile technology may arguably 
strengthen a tribal member’s ties to the reservation. 

Any statistical figures with respect to the migration of 
tribal members from reservations to urban areas may also 
be a bit deceptive. The U.S. Census figures are not uni-
versally accepted as a reliable way to quantify the Native 
American population.15 In fact, the statistics for the Poarch 
Creeks suggest that the U.S. Census statistics do not portray 
the situation accurately. The Poarch Creeks certainly are 
experiencing increased physical mobility, but they are not 
locating far from the reservation.

Only 155 of the 3,095 members of the Poarch Band of 
Creek Indians live on the reservation or on other Indian 
lands. Yet the majority of the tribe’s members remains close 
to the reservation. Of the 3,095 tribal members, 1,940 (63 
percent) still live within the tribe’s six-county service area. 
In this respect, when it comes to any increase in physical 
mobility, census data may not be as accurate or telling as 
one would expect. 

In short, the emphasis on the reservation is so firmly 
embedded in federal and tribal law that the reservation 
has become a part of the self-identification of many tribes. 
Even though the increased physical mobility and moving 
away from the reservation could prompt revisions to the 
legal definitions of “Indian” and “tribe,” the technological 
mobility of modern society may counter some of these im-
pacts by sustaining the political, legal, and perhaps cultural 
elements of tribal identity. 
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Will Definitions of Tribal Membership Need to Evolve? 
For many organized tribes, the cornerstone of tribal 

identity is membership in a tribe—whether that is deter-
mined by the federal government or the tribe itself. As I 
discovered in drafting my law school comment and as dis-
cussed by many theorists and scholars, federal law and pol-
icy have had an indelible influence on how tribes identify 
themselves. The federal government has required either 
some level of blood quantum or membership in a federally 
recognized tribe for access to federally funded services.16 
In turn, 70 percent of tribes now require that an individual 
have a certain amount of blood quantum, often at least 
one-quarter, to be eligible for tribal membership. 

As noted by one author, however, tribes have not fully 
adopted or perpetuated the federal Indian blood quantum 
approach in their requirements for tribal membership. Many 
tribes have demonstrated an innovative spirit by refashion-
ing the federal Indian blood concept into a tribal blood con-
cept, which is a genealogical measure that “does not rest 
on an Indian/non-Indian dichotomy, but rather serves as a 
device for counting a tribe’s ancestors.” These tribal commu-
nities are “acting to extricate themselves from the pan-Indian 
category used by the federal government and to reassert 
themselves as self-contained, self-governing polities.” 17 But 
will this type of innovation backfire against a tribe in this 
growing mobile society, in which technological and physi-
cal mobility may lessen the opportunity for and frequency of 
intermarriage with members of the same tribe? 

The Poarch Creeks now use tribal blood quantum, rather 
than Indian blood quantum, as the basis for tribal member-
ship, but this change is a recent development. The original 
tribal constitution allowed persons of “at least one fourth 
(1/4) degree Indian blood” to become members, “provided 
they are not enrolled as members of any other tribe, group 
or band of Indians.” However, in 2010, the tribal member-
ship approved an amendment that tightened the eligibility 
requirements in two significant ways: (1) a person must be 
“one fourth (1/4) Poarch Creek Indian blood”; and (2) a 
person cannot be enrolled as a member of “any other fed-
erally recognized tribe, group or band of Indians.”18 With 
this amendment, the Poarch Creeks have shown a clear 
preference to identify themselves as members of their own 
tribe, as distinct from any other federally recognized tribe.

Although this isolation was and continues to be a criti-
cal aspect of the identity of the Poarch Creeks, the com-
bination of a lineal descent requirement plus a minimum 
blood quantum could create an identity crisis in upcoming 
generations. In my 1995 thesis entitled “The Construction 
and Evolution of Identity Among the Poarch Band of Creek 
Indians,” I noted that not only was a majority of the tribal 
members already intermarried, but most of the younger 
members of the core study group were not concerned 
about “marrying Indian” or other Poarch Creeks. Given that 
only 289 of our 3,095 tribal members are under the age of 
18 and that all of them are growing up in an extremely mo-
bile society, marriage to other Poarch Creeks is extremely 
unlikely. Moreover, half of the 289 tribal members who are 
minors have only one-fourth blood quantum, so even if 
one of them married a descendant of a tribal member, the 

probability that their child would have the one-fourth blood 
quantum necessary for tribal membership is also unlikely. 
Thus, the Poarch Creeks’ seemingly innovative approach to 
defining tribal identity could be quite short-lived. 

To solve this potential identity crisis, the Poarch Creeks 
could further refine this approach over time by focusing on 
the genealogical aspect through pure lineal descendancy 
and eliminating the minimum blood quantum requirement. 
Still, this approach to determining tribal identity focuses only 
on the racial aspect. The lack of any nonracial elements in 
both the Indian and tribal blood quantum approaches is 
striking and potentially problematic in this modern society. 
The rise in physical and technological mobility will naturally 
lead to a rise in intermarriage, which will naturally lead to a 
lesser blood quantum (Indian or tribal), which could lead to 
a crisis with this largely race-based definition of tribal mem-
bership under both federal and tribal law.

As noted in a recent article published in the New York 
Times in late 2011, “How Do You Prove You’re an Indian?” 
by Duane Treuer, tribes must turn away from the “fixation 
on blood” and look “beyond genetics alone” in identifying 
themselves as “Indian.” Tribes could base tribal membership 
on several factors, such as the possession of fluency in their 
native language, the passage of a basic civics test, residency 
or some period of naturalization inside the treaty or service 
area, or a year of community service.19 Even though urban 
Indians may not live on the reservation or on other Indian 
lands, they may have lived on the reservation in the past 
or could do so in the future. Similarly, lineal descendants 
with less than one-fourth blood quantum who grew up or 
lived in a tribal community would have an opportunity for 
tribal membership as well. Moreover, all of these individuals 
can use modern technology to potentially satisfy some of 
the other membership factors. This approach may avoid the 
biological and geographical barriers caused by the current 
Indian and tribal blood quantum approaches to tribal mem-
bership and exacerbated by the new mobile age.

The urban Indian population has been moving in this 
direction with respect to its tribal identity. The 78 percent 
of Indians who do not reside on the reservation or on other 
Indian lands already use other criteria to define their iden-
tity, such as ancestry, appearance, cultural knowledge, and 
participation in the Indian community.20 Thus, even though 
these urban Indians may not be directly participating in 
cultural affairs on the reservation, they certainly consider 
cultural knowledge as a badge of tribal identity and they 
may very well be interacting with fellow tribal members 
or other Indians in different types of cultural experiences. 
Still, the growing mobile society could produce a decline 
in tribe-specific identity in favor of the pan-Indian identity 
that has been encouraged by the federal government’s In-
dian blood quantum approach—an approach that has its 
own set of challenges. 

Even though the move away from the blood quantum re-
quirement may make sense conceptually, tribes may encoun-
ter practical obstacles in doing so, such as the following:

•	 Will	tribal	members	who	have	known	no	other	eligi-
bility requirement but blood quantum be willing to 
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pass an amendment to a tribal constitution that adopts 
these other factors in determining tribal membership? 
Many tribes have experienced massive assimilation 
and have lost fluency in their native languages and 
cultural ties. As a result, many tribal members may 
not understand or appreciate the significance of the 
nonracial ties to the tribe. It is should also be taken 
into account that it is difficult for anyone to adopt an 
identity construct that may call into question his or 
her own identity. 

•	 If	an	amendment	is	passed	to	the	tribe’s	constitution,	
how	would	the	tribe’s	leadership	determine	whether	
an individual satisfies the nonracial elements of tribal 
identity? The blood quantum requirement has the ad-
vantage of being objective and simple to administer. 
Perhaps this is why most tribes that consider amend-
ments to membership requirements focus only on 
lowering the blood quantum requirement or pursu-
ing lineal descendancy, rather than embracing other 
nonracial factors. 

To effect any real changes in tribal membership, how-
ever,	 a	 tribe’s	 governing	 body	 would	 need	 to	 launch	 a	
well-coordinated and creative campaign to educate its trib-
al membership on the need for action. 

What Does the Future Hold?
There is no doubt that our rapidly growing mobile so-

ciety	has	had	an	impact	on	an	Indian’s	tribal	identity	and	
will continue to have an impact. The dramatic increase in 
the number of Indians living off the reservation in the past 
30 years is a testament to this effect. The fact that there 
are more mobile phones in use than there are people in 
the United States is a telling sign that indicates how Amer-
icans—including American Indians and Alaska Natives—
have been swept up in this information age. Despite this 
new mobility, the reliance on the physical boundaries of 
a reservation as the cornerstone of tribal identity should 
remain. However, the more indirect effects of this mobility 
on other aspects of tribal membership—particularly tribal 
membership—are yet to be seen. 

The reservation concept is well entrenched in federal 
and tribal law and serves as the basis for the legal and 
political aspects of this tribal identity. The physical mobil-
ity of the modern age and the move to urban areas may 
affect	or	change	the	cultural	aspects	of	an	individual’s	tribal	
identity, but the technological mobility increases the tribal 
members’	communications	with	a	tribe	in	a	way	that	could	
reinforce the legal, political, and cultural aspects of their 
overall tribal identity. 

The more problematic impact of the mobile society may 
be the pressure that it places on the prevailing approaches 
to	tribal	membership—the	ultimate	expression	of	a	tribe’s	
identity. Many of us already anticipated that the blood 
quantum approach, whether using Indian blood or tribal 
blood, could cause an identity crisis on its own because of 
the mere passage of time. The rapid increase in mobility 
might precipitate this crisis by increasing the rate of in-
termarriage with non-Indians and decreasing any requisite 

blood quantum required by tribal membership. A move to 
a pure genealogical approach would eliminate the mini-
mum blood quantum requirement but does not address the 
tension that may be caused by outside perceptions if tribes 
have not retained any distinct characteristics. 

How long will society at large recognize a separate 
identity for tribes or support their special status under the 
law? As tribal members become more mobile—technolog-
ically and physically—they are arguably being assimilated 
culturally and otherwise into the larger surrounding soci-
ety. If tribes require no connection to the tribe other than 
lineal descent, the authenticity of a tribe and the need for 
acknowledgment of separate sovereignty will certainly be 
challenged. Although tribes experienced a unique history 
with the federal government that resulted in their special 
status under the law, tribes may appear no different from 
closely held corporations or other state or local polities. 

If they are to survive, tribes must continue to reshape 
their tribal identity in a way that will accommodate the 
impact of a growing mobile society on their tribal member-
ship requirements. The incorporation of political and/or 
cultural ties to the tribal community into tribal membership 
requirements could potentially slow or lessen the issues 
created by the race-based approaches to tribal identity. 
Tribal members could then potentially take advantage of 
the “mobility” of the modern era to maintain their political 
and cultural ties to their reservations, even if they do not 
reside there. 

I remain concerned about the future of tribal identity 
in light of this growing mobile society, but my conclusion 
for all tribes is the same today as it was for my tribe many 
years ago: As long as the emotional tie and the feelings 
of closeness and pride in who they are remain, the Poarch 
Creek community will survive. This community has proved 
its resilience in the past and will continue to do so in the 
future. TFL
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